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S C R I P  D E T A I L S

Market Capitalisation Rs. 21 bn.
Book Value per share Rs. 159
Equity Shares O/S (F.V. Rs 10) 17.8 mn.
Median Volumes (12 mths) 73,925 (BSE+NSE)
52 Week High/Low Rs. 1224 / 391
BSE Scrip Code 532683
NSE Scrip Code AIAENG
Bloomberg Code -
Reuters Code AIAE.BO

EPS ROCE RONW P/E EV/Sales EV/EBDIT
(Rs.) (%)  (%) (x)  (x)  (x)

2006 29.4 42.4 28.2 39.3 5.1 22.7
2007E 42.8 34.6 21.2 26.9 3.8 16.0
2008E 66.3 40.2 25.1 17.4 2.5 10.9

Year Ended
(March)

Mar-06* Jun-06 Sep-06 2006 2007E 2008E

Net Sales 970 1,158 1,311 4,070 5,240 8,280

YoY Gr. (%) - 89.6 38.2 38.5 28.8 58.0
Op. Profits 197 284 331 814 1,179 1,838

OP. Marg. (%) 20.3 24.5 25.2 20.0 22.5 22.2

Net Profits 136 221 241 523 762 1,181

Eq. Capital 131 178 178 178 178 178

Rs Mn
  Year Ended (March)Quarter Ended

KEY FINANCIALS (CONSOLIDATED)

KEY RATIOS

COMPANY DETAILS

Auditors M/s Talati & Talati
Bankers SBI, ABN AMRO Bank
CMD Mr. Vinod Narain
Regd. office 115 GVMM Estate, Odhav Road,
                                          Ahmedabad 382410
Plant Locations Ahmedabad
Website www.aiaengineering.com

AIA ENGINEERING LTD.

Q2 FY 2007 update

S U M M A R Y

AIA Engineering Ltd (AIA) reported a superlative
growth in revenues by 38% on a YoY consolidated
basis to Rs 1.3 bn. This was due to a bouyant
demand for mill internals across sectors like
cement, mining and power utilities.

The growth was on back of both, volume and
realisations growth. Volumes grew by ~20% QoQ
to 17,100 MT and realisations improved
marginally  to Rs 71.4/kg.

OPM expanded by 830 bps to 25.2%, due to lower
raw material expenses and fixed costs spread over
the entire capacity. Consequently, operating profits
doubled to Rs 331 mn.

Lower interest expenses due to repayment of debt
and stable depreciation led to a 113% increase in
PBT to Rs 325 mn.

Lower taxation (25% vs 30.7%) contributed to
~130% increase in net profits to Rs 241 mn.

AIA announced an additional capex for a   capacity
expansion to the tune of 100k MT over and above
its ongoing expansion of 104k MT. This would be
done post the existing expansion in a single phase.
The company is also considering integrating
backward by acquiring a ferro chrome
manufacturer to ensure quality and availability of
key inputs.

In light of the new initiatives taken by AIA and a
sterling H1FY07 performance we have factored in a
margin expansion in FY07E and revised our
estimates upwards for FY08E. Consequently, at a
CMP of 1,153 , the stock is trading at  a P/E of 17.4x,
discounting its FY08E EPS of Rs 66. It trades at an
EV/Sales of 2.5x and EV/EBITDA of 10.9x, discounting
its FY08E numbers. Though AIA is a market  leader
in its segment, there has been a huge run up in its
price limiting further upside. Thus, we downgrade
the stock to “HOLD” till we achieve better clarity on
the demand scenario post FY09 in light of its plans
to further expand capacity.

SHAREHOLDING PATTERN (%)

Qtr. Ended Mar-06 Jun-06 Sep-06
Promoters 73.7 69.0 69.0
Foreign Collaborators - 4.7 4.7
MFs/FI’s/Insu Co 13.1 16.9 16.6
FIIs/NRIs/OCBs 8.1 2.8 2.2
PCBs 1.4 2.2 3.1
Others 3.7 4.4 4.4

Analyst - Syed Sagheer

Assaulting global markets...

*Standalone
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AIA’s results for Q2FY07 exceeded expectations.

Revenues grew by 38% to Rs 1.3 bn on the back of
robust volume and realisation growth. AIA did volumes
of 17k MT this quarter as against 59k in FY06 and 14k
MT in Q1FY07.

Realisations were stable at Rs 71.4/kg and were higher
by 4% vis-a-vis those of Rs 68.7/kg in FY06.

H1FY07 volumes improved by ~5% to ~34k MT. AIA is
currently operating at near full capacity (65k MT)
utilisation.

Exports constituted 46% of the total sales at ~Rs 600
mn, a 43% YoY rise. Exports in H1FY07 stood at Rs 1.1
bn and comprised largely sales to global cement
sector.

OPM expanded by 830 bps to 25.2% on account of
reduction in raw material costs from 58% of sales in
Q2FY06 to 44.7% in Q2FY07. This was due to  economies
of scale, which facilitated absorption of fixed costs.
Consequently op. profits doubled to Rs 331 mn.

Lower interest expenses due to repayment of debt,
stable depreciation and lower taxation led net profits
to grow by ~132% to Rs 241 mn.

AIA has an order book of Rs 3.2 bn, which consists of
60% export orders. The cement sector accounts for 70%
of the order book with utilities accounting for a large
part of the rest. In volume terms, it consists of 40k MT
of mill internals. The mining sector has a very small
share of the order book.

Operations

Of the total planned expansion of 104k MT, Phase-I of
52k MT will start commercial production by Jun’07.
Trial production of ‘head molding’ section

PERFORMANCE  REV IEW

commenced on 28th Oct’06 and the entire capacity’s
trail production will commence from Dec’06.

Completion of Phase-II of the planned expansion (52k
MT) has been preponed by 2 months to Oct’07. This
new capacity will cater largely to the export market.
Phase-I should see an equal share of cement and
mining sectors in sales while Phase-II would comprise
of 65% mining with the rest for cement. Thus, the total
104k MT capacity would cater 60% to mining and 40%
to cement.

Apart from this planned expansion, AIA is planning a
further expansion of 100k MT in a single phase to tap
the huge opportunities in mining abroad. It will
commence work on the expansion from Q4FY07 and
is expected to be onstream by Q4FY08.

To ensure availability and quality of key input material,
AIA intends to integrate backwards and acquire a ferro
chrome manufacturing facility either in India or
abroad by acquiring a unit with a capacity of ~40-50k
MT at a capex of ~Rs 300 mn. This would ensure a

AIA ENGINEERING LTD

Scrip performance vis-a-vis BSE SensexSales Mix-Domestic for Q2FY07Scrip performance vis-a-vis BSE SensexScrip performance vis-a-vis BSE Sensex
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OUR VIEW

PE BandMedian PE v/s Daily PE

8x

AIA ENGINEERING LTD.

12x

In light of the recent initiatives taken by the company
in augmenting capacity to capitalise on the robust
demand from end users, we have revised our operating
margins upwards for FY07E by 200 bps to 22.5% (a YoY
improvement of 250 bps) while retaining our earlier
revenue estimate of Rs 5.2 bn. Operating profits should
consequently rise by ~45% to Rs 1.2 bn. Net profits
should increase by 46% to Rs 762 mn in FY07.

We have revised upwards our estimates for FY08E.
Thus, we expect net sales to grow by 58% to Rs 8.3 bn
and OPM to decline slightly by 30 bps to 22.2%.
Consequently, op. profits should rise by 56% to Rs 1.8
bn. Net profits should increase by 55% to Rs  1.2 bn.

The OPM decline in FY08 is due to factoring in for
increased competition in later half of FY08 with
possibility of China entering the fray.

At the CMP of 1,153, the stock is trading at  a P/E of 17.4x
FY08E EPS of Rs 66. It trades at an EV/Sales of 2.5x and
EV/EBITDA of 10.9x discounting its FY08E numbers.
Though AIA is a market  leader in mill internals/grinding
media and has assured demand from its end users for
its products, valuations have largely factored in the
expected growth from the expansions. However,
backward integration by acquisition of a ferro chrome
unit  and incremental capacity can further boost margins
which would leave some value on the table and thus,
we downgrade the stock to ‘HOLD’.

steady supply of key RM with right quality though
savings in sourcing costs will not be significant. Ferro
chrome comprises 20-25% of total RM cost. In volume
terms, requirement of ferro chrome/scrap, which is
the main RM is 15k MT at present and will rise to 35k
MT post expansion of 104k MT.

AIA’s plans to set up a 30 MW power plant have
currently been put on hold due to delays in getting
approvals and is now focusing on the expansion.

Capex

AIA has incurred Rs 380 mn till Sept’06 on Phase-I of
the capacity expansion. The total capex outlay for
Phase-I is Rs 900 mn and Rs 300 mn for Phase-II. The
new initiatives will have a capital outlay of Rs 1.5 bn of
which, Rs 1.2 bn will be utilised for capacity expansion.

The investment outlay will be funded entirely by the
IPO proceeds (Rs 1.5 bn) and internal accruals. As of
Sep’06, AIA had ~Rs 300 mn cash excluding
remaining IPO funds of Rs 700 mn. Net debt at
consolidated level stood at Rs 250 mn of which, Rs 190
mn was working capital requirements.

The outlook for AIA is buoyant due to the growing
domestic demand from cement and power utilities as
well as robust export demand from cement sector.
Further, the there a latent demand from the global
mining sector, that is expected to flow over the next
few years.

Op. margins should be sustained at current levels of
~23% given better control over its overheads and
benefits of economies of scale.
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CONSOLIDATED RESULTS TABLE AIA ENGINEERING LTD.

Quarter Ended Half Year Ended
Particulars (Rs mn)

Consolidated results for the quarter and half year ended Sep’30, 2006
Yr Ended

30/09/06 30/09/05 Gr % 30/09/06 30/09/05 Gr % 31/03/06

Net Sales 1,311 948 38.2 2,468 1,559 58.4 4,070

Expenditure      980      788 24.4    1,854   1,295 43.2   3,255

Raw Materials 586 550 6.5 1102 898 22.7 1795

Wages and Salaries 62 43 45.0 121 66 82.5 226

Other expenditure 332 195 70.2 632 331 90.9 1235

Operating profit 331 160 106.7 614 264 133.0 814

Other Income 19 12 60.1 64 38 68.3 104

PBDIT 350 172 103.4 678 302 124.8 918

Interest 7 11 15 18 53

Depreciation 18 8 36 12 71

PBT 325 153 112.6 628 272 131.2 795

Tax inc. deferred tax 81 47 161 87 252

Net Profit 244 106 130.2 466 184 153.2 542

Minority Interest 3 2 4 20

Net profit  post minority 241 104 131.7 462 184 151.1 523

Equity Capital 178 131 178 131 178

Reserves (excl. rev. res.) - - - - 2,652

EPS for the period (Rs) 13.6 8.0 26.0 14.1 29.4

Book Value (Rs) - - - - 159.0

OPM (%) 25.2 16.9 24.9 16.9 20.0

NPM(%) 18.6 11.2 18.9 11.8 13.3

Expend. (% of net sales)

Raw Materials 44.7 58.0 44.6 57.6 44.1

Wages and Salaries 4.8 4.5 4.9 4.2 5.6

Other expenditure 25.3 20.6 25.6 21.2 30.3
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Equity Desk
R. Baskar Babu - Head - Equity Broking baskarb@pinc.co.in 91-22-66186400

Research
Bhavin Chheda - Metals & Mining bhavinc@pinc.co.in 91-22-66186375
(Head of Research)

Sameer Ranade - Capital Goods / Utilities sameerr@pinc.co.in 91-22-66186381
Nirjhar Handa - FMCG / Pharma nirjharh@pinc.co.in 91-22-66186400
Sujit Jain - Fertilisers / Agro products sujitj@pinc.co.in 91-22-66186379
Amol Rao - Hospitality / Pipes amolr@pinc.co.in 91-22-66186378
Nirav Shah - Sugar niravs@pinc.co.in 91-22-66186383
Nakul Dharmawat - Cement nakuld@pinc.co.in 91-22-66186382
Kalpesh Makwana - Specialty Chemicals / Pharma kalpeshm@pinc.co.in 91-22-66186377
Rishabh Bagaria - Auto / Auto Ancilliary rishabhb@pinc.co.in 91-22-66186391
Ruchir Desai - Technology ruchird@pinc.co.in 91-22-66186372
Syed Sagheer - Logistics / Light Engineering syeds@pinc.co.in 91-22-66186390
Chandana Jha - Associate - Banking chandanaj@pinc.co.in 91-22-66186398
Dipti Solanki - Associate - Media diptis@pinc.co.in 91-22-66186392
Rahhul Aggarwal - Associate - Steel rahhula@pinc.co.in 91-22-66186388
Faisal Memon - Associate - Logistics faisalm@pinc.co.in 91-22-66186389
Abhishek Gangwani - Associate abhishekg@pinc.co.in 91-22-66186385

Institutional Sales:
Jaykrishna Gandhi jaykrishnag@pinc.co.in 91-22-66186327
Rajesh Khanna rajeshk@pinc.co.in 91-22-66186328

Dealing
Bhavik Broker / Chetan Trivedi equity@pinc.co.in 91-22-66186306
Manoj Parmar / Raju Bhavsar equity@pinc.co.in 91-22-66186323

Business Development / New initiatives:
Sachin Kasera sachink@pinc.co.in 91-22-66186384

Derivative Desk
Sailav Kaji - Strategy sailavk@pinc.co.in 91-22-66186341
Anand Kuchelan - Analyst anandk@pinc.co.in 91-22-66186349
Nilesh G. Inamdar - Dealer nileshg@pinc.co.in 91-22-66186347

PMS Desk
Vivek Agrawal viveka@pinc.co.in 91-22-66186373
Hormasd Sumariwalla hormasds@pinc.co.in 91-22-66186389

Directors
Gaurang Gandhi gaurangg@pinc.co.in 91-22-66186400
Girish Bakre girishb@pinc.co.in 91-22-66186400
Hemang Gandhi hemangg@pinc.co.in 91-22-66186400
Ketan Gandhi ketang@pinc.co.in 91-22-66186400
Rakesh Bhatia - Head Compliance rakeshb@pinc.co.in 91-22-66186400
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Disclaimer:  This document has been prepared by the Research Desk of M/s Pioneer Intermediaries P. Ltd. (PINC) and is meant for use of the recipient only and is not
for public circulation. Each recipient of this document should make such investigations as it deems necessary to arrive at an independent evaluation of an investment
in the securities of companies referred to in this document (including the merits and risks involved), and should consult its own advisors to determine the merits and
risks of such an investment. The investment discussed or views expressed may not be suitable for all investors
The information  contained herein is obtained and collated  from sources believed reliable and Pioneer has not independently verified all the information given in this
document. Accordingly, no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the accuracy, completeness or fairness of the information and opinions
contained in this document.
The Disclosures of Interest Statement incorporated in this document is provided solely to enhance the transparency and should not be treated as endorsement of the
views expressed in the report.The opinion expressed or estimates made are as per the  best judgement as applicable at that point of time and Pioneer reserves the right
to make modifications and alternations to this statement as may be required from time to time without any prior approval
Pioneer, its affiliates, their directors, employees and their dependant family members may from time to time, effect or have effected an own account transaction in,
or deal as principal or agent in or for the securities mentioned in this document. They may perform or seek to perform investment banking or other services for, or solicit
investment banking or other business from, any company referred to in this report. Each of these entities functions as a separate, distinct and independent of each other.
The recipient should take this into account before interpreting the document
This report has been prepared on the basis of information, which is already available in publicly accessible media or developed through analysis of Pioneer. The views
expressed are those of analyst and the Pioneer may or may not subscribe to all the views expressed therein
This document is being supplied to you solely for your information and may not be reproduced, redistributed or passed on, directly or indirectly, to any other person or
published, copied, in whole or in part, for any purpose. Neither this document nor any copy of it may be taken or transmitted into the United State (to U.S.Persons),
Canada, or Japan or distributed, directly or indirectly, in the United States or Canada or distributed or redistributed in Japan or to any resident thereof. The distribution
of this document in other jurisdictions may be restricted by law, and persons into whose possession this document comes should inform themselves about, and observe,
any such restrictions
Neither Pioneer, not its directors, employees, agents or representatives shall be liable for any damages whether direct or indirect, incidental, special or consequential
including lost revenue or lost profits that may arise from or in connection with the use of the information.
Copyright in this document vests exclusively with Pioneer and this document is not to be reported or circulated  or copied or made available to others.

Tel.: 91-22-66186633/6400        Fax : 91-22-22049195
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